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Citizens watch eco drive manual

A store for everything from your favorite brand IMPORTANT NOTICE Please note that following the limitations caused by the Covid19 epidemic, we have started reopening according to the stage of our Service Center, you will now be able to access to create a service request to include with your watch when returned to
us. Please note that due to working practices and reduced staffing levels the lead time repair is currently expected to be longer than usual. Our parts site is now also fully operational and we will work to transport all spare parts orders where stock is available, within 2-3 business days. We will publish any changes on this
website and If you need more information, please email service@citizenwatch.co.ukTo see the Installation Guide for your specific Citizen watch, enter your Movement Calibre Number in the school on the right. To locate the Motion Calibrate Number on the watch's caseback, see the diagram below. You can also choose
from a selection of video tutorials for more help on how to set your watch. How to set up your Citizen Eco-Drive radio control clock: Here are some radio-controlled Citizen Eco-drive clocks that these guidelines apply. AT4000-02E AT4004-52E AT4008-51E AT4007-54E AT4117-56H AT4110-55E Video Tutorial: Setting
my time and clock calendar is mis-set, how can I change it? Pull out the crown to click first Rotate the crown to select the desired city by slowly rotating the crown. When the correct city is chosen, gently push the crown back and the clock will continue with the selected city time. The time is wrong, how can I get the clock
to update? Pull out the crown and press and hold the nearest button at 4 0'clock position for 2-3 seconds. When you hear the sound, the clock is in manual recognition mode, placing it face down by a south-facing window with a position of 6 hours pointing out the window. Leave it for a few hours and the clock will receive
a new signal. To reset the time manually, please see the full user guide linked below. How do I set an alarm? Drag the crown out the first click and rotate it until the hand mode points to ALM. Pull out the crown for a second click and rotate until the desired alarm time is selected, noting the AM/PM time for 10 extra dial
hours. Press and release the button closest to the 2-hour position to set the ON or OFF alarm as the shape of the second hand. When the desired setting is complete, push the crown on the first click and rotate to select the necessary city, then return the crown to its original position for the time function to continue. The
second hand is jumping a few seconds at a time, what is wrong? This is a low power warning clock. When this starts, the clock runs out in about 3 days. To recharge copper any strong light source is enough to charge, but leave it in direct sunlight cloudy or not) for 2-3 hours is best. For more information about charging
mode and power, please refer to the user guide linked below. Read more: Citizen watches come in a number of calibers to show movement. For the full manual for Citizens Cailber E650, click here No products are listed in this category. Items.
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